The preposition “pre” means “before”. Before you can begin, there must be
P – Preparation (training/teaching) R – Renew (restart) E – Expectation
(hope, belief)
FIVE GUY TYPES TO AVOID

Counterfeit - This definition can encompass all the guy types discussed here. Something

counterfeit includes: forgeries, fakes and imitations. This guy fits all three definitions. He can look like
the One, but he is not. He can present himself as a Mr. Right by any means necessary, but is a fake. He
is an expert liar as he imitates being your Mr. Right and may be sitting in the church. He is good at
declaring early, that God told him you are the One. But you must remember to hear God’s voice for
yourself and use the tools already discussed. Move on.

Dust Level - When we think of the creative process of the first man in Genesis 2:7, we see a man’s
growth & development in stages. After creation, the first man accepted his responsibilities & priorities;
he worked towards his purpose, experienced fellowship with God, while learning how to apply his
dominion. The guy at Dust Level refers to a man incomplete or has not finished his growth &
development as God designed it. He is not equipped to take on the role of husband. Dust level was not
the time for Eve’s arrival and you should not enter a man’s life at this stage. Move on.

Boo - In dictionary.com it is slang for a romantic partner.

There is not much more to be said about
this, other than it is another phrase used for a temporary title. Move on.

Boyfriend - A companion with whom you have a romantic relationship (bing.com) Another

temporary title. I believe in intentional dating which leads to marriage. When it comes to marriage, the
word “boy” is not used in scripture, however, the word “man” is used. Do not waste your time on any
temporary arrangements. You are not looking for a boy but a man who is ready to commit. Move on.

Temp – Something temporary lasts for a limited time, is momentary, provisional, brief, interim,

and is not permanent. You were not called to be someone’s interim mate or temporary stop. Temp also
means provisional, which says you are only important for right now. These definitions are unacceptable.
You are not a Temp. These are all opposite to a goal of marriage through intentional dating.
Women who accept a Temp relationship, accepts a man who is not committed to her, it ends when he is
finished with your services, with or without kids, he made no obligation to stay permanently. This guy
treats you like an employer treats a temp hire, who is hired for a set time with no obligation. When the
employer is done with their services, the arrangement ends.
All of these guy types are considered temporary titles.
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